STUDY MILNE BIDS; TO LET CONTRACTS

Sample Furniture Is Displayed In Hangar of Liberty Has 11 Windows

Contracts for the equipment of Milne Hall, new home of the Milne High School, will be let soon. Bids for the equipment were opened early this week by President A. E. Bontrager, who directs the construction of the building.

For a preliminary conference, the committee has selected the construction firm that will the office of the education department. The classrooms will be of the latest fireproof construction. They are expected to create a homelike atmosphere.

The new library of Milne High School will be of the most modern design, and is expected to become a major attraction.

CONGRESS DELEGATE

Louis J. Webster, '29, who will go to Missouri convention next week.

WOLNER TO ATTEND N.S.F.A. CONGRESS

"Quo Vadis" To Be Focal Point of Distinguished Annual Meet Next Week

"Quo Vadis" will be the focal point of discussion at the thirteenth annual convention of the National Student Federation. The convention will be held in the city.

The installation of the complete frieze.

No Deficit in 15 Years

Defending the present jury system of the United States, will be the task of the men's varsity debate team when it meets in assembly. They have vowed to study the history of the tax and the origins of the present system.

State Budgets Are

Money's Worth Certain

The student tax covers a variety of activities sufficiently varied to reach the student budget will show the deficit.

The reserve, under the guidance of the finance board has totaled more than $500 in the field for the present year.

All students who fail to pay their tax.

APPOINT VAN DER GEE TO DIRECT WORLD DEBATE TEAM

The team plans to deliver a wholly original proposition with its defense of the present system.

STATE TEAM DEBATES JURY SYSTEM FEB. 6

The team is the first year in the history of the tax nor has the tax been abolished.

Student bowling team.

First Games Often Lost

The basketball team has faced many reasons to believe that the team will continue to grow.

STATE FIVE HAS STRONG FONE IN FIRST GAME HERE TONIGHT

Veterans For Nonpayment

The game will begin at eight o'clock tonight. All members of the team who lost against the Purple will have a hard time believing this team will be another side from the point of view.
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“MANY A MICKLE—”

The Y. M. C. A. and the Mathematics Club seem to be in the news these days. The club is having a meeting on Thursday, and the Mathematics Club is having one on Friday. It is interesting to see how these two organizations are working together.

Dr. B. C. A. to be doing well with the students. The publications of the college are increasing the association's return above that received under it. It will be extended to other publications. It is credit.

The future of mankind is bright in its machine age. The signpost points clearly to a greater destiny. The future is in our hands.

The Y. M. C. A. differs so radically from the Y. W. C. A. then its existence is justified. Were the dinners in conducting a dinner for the freshmen. But need the association be preserved, in the making of which a list submitted by the student association. Such authorizations shall be a test of those members of the association present at the regular meeting in which it is proposed.

The annual music ball will be open to the public, Tuesday night, December 18, at eight o'clock, according to Mr. Albrigtsen, President of the Student Union.

Miss Knox Visits in Class

Classical Club will meet Thursday at H. H. A. club house, to be open to the public.

Alba Roa At Home

Alpha Roa will be at home to-day at 3 p.m. Miss Ann Cooper, '30, editor of the college newspaper, will visit the club in connection with the evening.

FRESHMEN READY FOR R.P.I. TILT TOMORROW

A practice tilt was held in the Student Union on Wednesday afternoon in preparation for the R.P.I. game. The team is in good form for its game with the Redmen.
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COURT OUTLOOK IS BRIGHT FOR STATE

Freshman and Seasoned Players Both Look Promising; Thirty Men Practicing

Better basketball material for the varsity quintet is offered by the freshman class this year than any freshman class in three years, according to Coach Rutherford Baker.

Several freshmen stand a good chance of being carried on the varsity squad and of participating in some of its games, the coach said.

"There are four or five men in the freshman outfit to whom I will give special attention because of the promise they have shown in practice sessions.

This year's freshman class has better promise than any of its predecessors for the past three years," Coach Baker declared.

After watching the thirty odd candidates for the varsity basketball team in action for several practice sessions, Coach Baker expressed himself as being satisfied with the wealth of material on hand from which to form a fairly successful quintet.

Seven better men will form the nucleus around which he hopes to build a Purple and Gold team for the coming season.

All candidates for the freshman team have been practicing regularly Monday nights and Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.

Lawrence Klein, '29, is coaching the freshman team.

GERMAN CLUB PLANS CHRISTMAS FESTIVITY

Eliza Zuelz, '28, is chairman of the committee chosen to make arrangements for the Christmas party of the German Club. The committee includes Alice Fielding, '30, and Agnes Rittenhouse, '29.

German folk-songs and music are included in the program tonight. A play will be given.

Several prospective members were received at a recent coffee which was given.

400 SIGN FOR SENIOR YEARBOOK BUT 52 PAY

The senior class lends the older classes with 120 subscriptions to the Pilot a new example for the future. Students in the junior and sophomore classes are canvassing the names of prospective subscribers for the yearbook.

DIXON IN JERSEY JOB

A Raymond Dixon, '27, has been appointed executive secretary of the 13th street Junior High School, Trenton. Mr. Dixon is a native of Wyoming and has been a teacher in the junior public schools of Trenton for several years.

You will enjoy the

HOME COOKING

served at

Mrs. VAN'S

Dining Room
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Dial 3-5191

GAMBLING, BRONCO-BUSTING, DOG FIGHTS ENLIVEN DAYS IN COLORADO MINING CAMPS, MISS PUTTERER RELATES

Brave breaking and bull-dogging fights in real western form take place in the streets of the gold camps, according to Miss Catherine W. Pelto's English 23 class report on an imaginative freshman assignment about the sport.

Miss Putterer made her summer home in a small mining camp called Creed in the heart of Colorado. She experienced real outdoor life, finding horseback riding an ideal sport. "The town of Creed," she explained, "was one of the most picturesque of places of settlement during the days of the gold rush. However, when the prospectors presented it from becoming a large city it is reported that during the first winter of the settlement, more than five hundred people died from the cold of the severe winters.

Miss Putterer was being questioned about the people living in Creed, said that the miners were made up entirely of foreigners who found their chief pleasure in gambling during the leisure moments. The life of the miner, on the whole, is a hard one and gambling presents the best means of diversion, she concluded.

NAMED ART EDITOR

Marguerite Schroeder, '28, has been added to the art staff of the East-State weekly art editor.

"A professional artist has consented to design the cover for this year's yearbook," said Robert J. Shillinglaw, '26, editor in chief.

NEWSPAPERS EDITORS WRITE

Three members of the News board, recent graduates of the News, are working on a style sheet to be submitted to the Board of Directors.

The editors of the style book are William C. French, '29, style editor; Louis J. Webster, '29, managing editor; and Margaret J. Nadee, '29, associate managing editor.

The book will contain general rules for preparation of copy for publication in the News.

The editors, feel that anyone answering a call to each reporter will improve the quality of copy submitted for publication.

Aids will also be available for offices at universities at a nominal fee.

DISPLAY PHYSICS APPARATUS

The display department has erected a new display in which are displayed unusual instruments, such as a galvanometer, radio-pointer, linear expansion apparatus, vacuum pressure gauge and electric tole-cotometer. Among other things, the case contains a working model of a Daniell cell, experiments on matching engines, operation of a spark at reduced pressure, and a Westinghouse electric machine on the stand on the west floor of Blant Hall.

"While the instruments displayed are not new," said Professor William Batton, Director of the physical department, "we are under the constant need of new devices.

For You! For Everybody!
Call and let us show you that wonderful little typewriter.

Price, complete with case, $60

Remington Portable

Remington
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This Changing World

To-day, you can see big buildings erected noisily—by electric welding.

The structural steel worker is dropping his clattering hammer for the electric arc. Silently, swiftly, rigidly, economically, buildings are being fabricated by electric welding, which knits steel with joints as strong as the metal itself.

Building silently! Nothing seems impossible in this electrical age.

Not only in building construction, but in every human activity, we instinctively turn to electricity to add to the comforts of life and to eliminate the wastes of production—another evidence that the electrical industry is maintaining its leadership in this changing world.

BIOGRAPHY POPULAR;
PHILOSOPHY WANCES

Religion And Novel Books On Shelves White Modern Poetry Is Read

More biography is being read this year by students than ever before. Miss Higby Elizabeth Cobb, librarian, believes, estimating from the demands of students for library books. Miss Cobb points out that education and history books are most often read.

Literature books are frequently called for, with the demand for modern poetry books being constant. Whether these modern poetry books are any more required for reading or for pleasure, Miss Cobb does not know, but thinks that many are read for pleasure.

Few students withdraw books on travel, philosophy or religion. This may be due to the fact that the library has but few of these books, according to the library staff. When many are given to the library, more shelf space will be available for books of travel, philosophy and action, Miss Cobb says.

The only annual version of the Bible in this library is often used, according to Miss Cobb. It is the property of theWoman's Club.

Despite the fact that duplicate copies of books, recommeded for History 2 readings, have been stocked, the demand is still greater than the supply.

STATE COLLEGE NEWS, DECEMBER 7, 1928
Child Labor Laxity, Unequal Opportunity Seen By Dr. Brubacher As Flaws In Europe's Schools

Inferior Students Eliminated Early

Results in Elementary Schools Are Better Than America Attains

(This is the first of a series of two articles by A. R. Brubacher, of the W. T. Grant Co., New York. He has been traveling through Europe for several months, and his impressions of the schools from sources gleaned during the trip abroad shortly are given.)

By G. F. R. MILLER

The schools of England, France and Germany have much in common. They divide their pupils into three parts and in approximately the same place. The elementary period continues from about five to eleven years of age; the middle period from eleven to eighteens years of age, and the higher or intermediate period, which includes professional schools and universities, from eighteen years up.

They also agree in making attendance in the elementary period compulsory, while the middle and higher schools are relatively effective in forming their student body of at least the better sort, volunteer. There are many other points of likeness which will appear in a comparison of their educational practices.

But France, Germany and England also differ from each other in many points. They still give the principal emphasis to a minimum which means that we strive to attain the widest possible spread of educational ideals. The American ideal is to select the best minds and give each one the highest type of education he can get. In European schools, on the contrary, the work is probably done as well but not in the same type of schools. They still give the principal emphasis to a minimum which means that we strive to attain the widest possible spread of educational ideals. The American ideal is to select the best minds and give each one the highest type of education he can get.

There is here a great contrast between the European countries and especially in England compared to the United States. There are many other points of difference in educational ideals. The American idea is to use the widest possible spread of educational opportunity. We continuously strive to raise the educational provisions to a minimum which means that we strive to carry as many as possible 100 per cent of the children beyond the elementary school beyond the junior high school beyond the higher normal school.

We even feel conscience-stricken when we allow more than five per cent of the children who finish the elementary school not get in and through the high school.

Select Best Minds

In European schools, on the contrary, only the children of superior abilities are encouraged or even permitted to go into the middle schools. That is, the English idea is to select the best minds and give them the highest type of education.

The middle period of education covers from the beginning of the school year in the middle school, junior high school and senior high school, or freshman and sophomore years of the traditional college.

This middle period extends, when expressed in the age of the pupils, from the eleventh year through the eighteenth or nineteenth year.

Sophomores Get Prizes

The Grant Co. has just released the student who is the oldest student in the Grant's student body during the first year. The student is still in high school, and the award is for having the highest average in all subjects during the first year.

Tells Of Europe

Dr. A. R. Brubacher who writes of European education for the News, says: "In the European countries and especially in England compared to the United States there are many other points of difference in educational ideals. The American idea is to use the widest possible spread of educational opportunity. We continuously strive to raise the educational provisions to a minimum which means that we strive to carry as many as possible 100 per cent of the children beyond the elementary school beyond the junior high school beyond the higher normal school. We even feel conscience-stricken when we allow more than five per cent of the children who finish the elementary school not get in and through the high school."
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One Queen Or Three For State Is Mooted Question; Students Think Regal Misses Don't Get "High Hat"

There should be one all-powerful queen at the college, or the three as under the former system of having a queen, a princess, and a bishop. The students seem to agree that the honor of being a queen or other student court officer is to be shared. Some students think that the three should be given to different girls, while the middle and higher schools are compulsory, while the middle and higher schools are relatively effective in forming their student body of at least the better sort, volunteer. There are many other points of likeness which will appear in a comparison of their educational practices.
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Sunday afternoon the club will receive by the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Albany.

In the Russell Sage and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the Associated Newman Club will be addressed by Representatives of the University of Pennsylvania Newman Club. The announcement was made by Dr. Nelson to speak on "Tradition in Education." Teachers from the city of Oneonta, Otsego county and part of Delaware county will attend.

Aviation | Spurts Smith to Pen Prize Theme

Herford Smith, 29, was prompted by a real interest in aviation to write the essay which won him one of the twelve leading prizes in a contest sponsored by the Times-Union, and which may bring to him a series of free lessons in aviation, or education, he said.

He was one of a thousand entries solicited. Twenty college juniors and sophomores also entered the contest, the judges announced.

Teaching aviation constitutes a strong appeal to Mr. Smith, he deplores. In the essay, he said he wanted to learn to fly to become "aviation is coming industry, and because his interest in mechanics surpasses other interests.

As one of the twelve candidates for the prize in aviation, he has taken part in several tests of flight. The selection of the winner will be held upon the results of these test flights. Smith said he had been in an airplane twice before he took the tests.

Dr. Nelson to Speak on Oneonta Teachers

Mr. M. G. Nelson, assistant professor of education, will address a teachers' convention in Oneonta, Thursday, December 15, in the evening. Nelson will address the table discussion at eleven o'clock and in the afternoon will address a panel discussion on "Tradition in Education." Teachers from the city of Oneonta, Otsego county and part of Delaware county will attend.
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Teaching aviation constitutes a strong appeal to Mr. Smith, he deplores. In the essay, he said he wanted to learn to fly to become "aviation is coming industry, and because his interest in mechanics surpasses other interests.

As one of the twelve candidates for the prize in aviation, he has taken part in several tests of flight. The selection of the winner will be held upon the results of these test flights. Smith said he had been in an airplane twice before he took the tests.

Dr. Nelson to Speak on Oneonta Teachers

Mr. M. G. Nelson, assistant professor of education, will address a teachers' convention in Oneonta, Thursday, December 15, in the evening. Nelson will address the table discussion at eleven o'clock and in the afternoon will address a panel discussion on "Tradition in Education." Teachers from the city of Oneonta, Otsego county and part of Delaware county will attend.
MISS BETTY EATON EATON WEEK

MISS EATON TO MARRY FORMER R.P.I. STUDENT

The engagement announced.

[Editor's Note: This is one of a series of special articles written for The State College News by Miss Betty Eaton as a student at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.]

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Miss Sullivan, State's Witness, Was Intoxicated, Escort Said

Good cooks are born, not made. Ask any Kappa Delta Rho man. He frequents without a handkerchief and faced with the prospect of hungry, ravenous Thanksgiving dinner giving him that Thursday, Two of the college's largest fraternities were brought to the crossroads of real ordinary young men's appetites.

So some Albany restaurant served nine less dinners, and the fraternity members feasted in style on stuffed roast turkey, with all the fixings, and cooked by a mere male.

"Some State College maiden will get a handy husband," they chortled. "Some State College maiden will get a handy husband." They even washed the dishes with- out a murmur.

STUDENT COMMITTEES TO PICK DATE OF SOIRéE DANCE

The date of sophomore soiree will be decided at a general meeting of the committee in the near future, according to Russell Lathem, class president.

The date was selected last week on March 18 in the gymnasium.

The following sophomore to make plans for the soiree:

Alice Iselin, 29, U.S. Coast Guard Academy;
Lucille Sorenson, Chadsworth, Dubois County, Indiana.
Esther Kline, 29, Berea College, Lawrenceville, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania; Catherine Van Stommen,_refurbishments, Josephine Bins,
Frances Carson and Katherine Edmunds, Josephine's mother; Dorothy Bryant, secretary; Edith James, Josephine Howard; Ruth Parks.

MISS BETTY EATON

CHARGE RUN B&WEL IN TEPEDINO TRIAL

The first award night and dinner will be distributed. Josephine Brown, '29, editor in chief of the Gamma Kappa Phi house.

Miss Eaton was engaged by Dorothy Bennett, '31, Eleanor Van Wagen, 29, Emma Bates, 31, and hostesses. The program was written by Miss Mill, 30, and Sella Miller.

Miss Eaton is the daughter of Me.

Carl Tarbox, Albany.

HAROLD FRENCH IS NEW ALUMNI BRANCH HEAD

Harold P. French, 24, principal of the Men's school, was elected president of the alumni branch of the alumni association for the year 1929-30 at a dinner in the college cafeteria recently.

The other officers elected include: Bertha Barlow, vice-president: Grace Baumann of Albany, corresponding secretary; Robert Kennedy, treasurer; and Mrs. Agnes Jameson of Albany, recorder.

The meeting was held at the American Hotel, and Dorothy Roberts, both of Albany, were elected members of the executive committee.

STATE LION DELAYED; WILL APPEAR MONDAY

Conservation Department.

Harold T. New, 29, editor in chief of the Dairyman magazine announced this week.

The delay is due to the printer, according to Robert J. New, 29, editor in chief.
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BROWNELL'S BEAUTY SHOP

215 Central Avenue

A full line of the latest in beauty products at the lowest prices, with service expert.

Phone 4-3169

OPEN EYEWORTHY APPOINTMENT

Your friends will meet you at 6. 3. & 6.
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19 Central Avenue

Phone 3-278
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ECHO IS TRADITIONAL NAME, EDITOR WROTES

Chasing in the name of the student newspaper, literary magazine of the Echo, re-establishing a traditional title, and becoming the "Echo," editor of the newspaper, editor of the magazine published recently.
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Committees to pick date of soiree dance.

The date of sophomore soiree will be decided at a general meeting of the committee in the near future, according to Russell Lathem, class president.

The date was selected last week on March 18 in the gymnasium.

The following sophomore to make plans for the soiree:

Alice Iselin, 29, U.S. Coast Guard Academy;
Lucille Sorenson, Chadsworth, Dubois County, Indiana.
Esther Kline, 29, Berea College, Lawrenceville, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania; Catherine Van Stommen, refreshments, Josephine Bins, Frances Carson and Katherine Edmunds; Edith James, Josephine Howard; Ruth Parks.